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Introduction 
Suppose that F is a complex valued function which is defined and 
analytic in the open disc I z I < l. Then for 1 < p < + oo the following 
two statements are equivalent: 
2n 
(A) There exists a constant M > 0 such that f I F(re'0) I) I P dO \f M 
for O<r< l. o 
(B) There exists a measurable function f defined on lzl = 1 such that 
1 j(t) 2n 2" 
F(z)=-2 . f -dt for lzl<1, f lf(ei9)1Pd0<;M and f e'n°f(ei0)d0=0 for :n:~ ltl-1 t-z o o 
n=1, 2, 3, .... 
Whenever (A) or (B) holds then the next statement is also true: 
2n 
(C) f lf(ei9) - F(rei0)1P dO--+ 0 and F(reiO) --+ f(eiO) for almost every 0. 
0 
There are of course corresponding statements in the case p = + oo. 
If, instead of being complex valued, the function F has values in a 
Banach space then (A) and (B) are no longer equivalent as they stand. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how these statements must be 
modified in order to establish their equivalence when the functions 
involved have their values in the dual of a separable Banach space. 
Some of the pertinent facts about vector integration are collected in 
Section l. Section 2 contains the main results which generalize the 
implications between (A), (B) and (C). In Section 3 these results are 
applied to operator valued functions. 
Numbers in brackets [ ] refer to references listed at the end of the 
paper. 
1. Preliminaries 
!EP(T) for 1 <P < + oo will denote the space of measurable complex 
valued functions f defined on the unit circle T and such that 
*) Sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, U.S. Army, Madison, 
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!f00(T) denotes the space of measurable and essentially bounded complex 
valued functions on T. If IE!£00 (T) then N 00 (/) = ess. sup.ll(eiB)I. The 
corresponding Banach spaces of equivalence classes will be denoted by 
LP(T). 
E will denote a separable complex Banach space with dual E'. The 
norms for both E and E' will be denoted by II ·II· The value of the 
functional x' E E' at the point x E E is denoted by (x, x'). 
!f1);(T) for 1 < p < + oo denotes the space of functions I defined a.e. 
(almost everywhere) on T with values in E which are measurable for 
the norm topology of E and such that IIIII E !fP(T). If IE !f1);(T) then 
we write Np(f)=Np(lllll)- A function I defined almost everywhere on T 
with values in an arbitrary Banach space F is measurable for the norm 
topology ofF if and only if there exists a sequence (/n) of step functions 
built on measurable subsets of T with values in F and such that 
llln(t)-l(t)ll-+ 0 as n-+ oo for a.e. t ET. 
Since E is separable, a function I from T to E is measurable if and only if 
the scalar valued functions <1, x') are measurable for each x' E E' [4; p. 73]. 
The Banach spaces of equivalence classes corresponding to the spaces 
!f.li;(T) are denoted by L1);(T). 
If IE !f1);(T) then IE !f:JE(T), and I is integrable in the sense of Bochner. 
2" 
The integral, which we denote by (B) f l(ew)d(), is an element of E and 
0 
2" 2" (1.1) ((B) f l(eiB)d(), x') = f <l(ew), x') d() 
0 0 
for all x' E E'. 
!£~, (T) denotes the space of functions I which are defined almost 
• 
everywhere on T with values in E' and which have the properties that 
(x, I) is measurable for each x E E and IIIII E !fP(T). It is a consequence 
of the separability of E that IIIII is a measurable function whenever (x, I> 
is measurable for all x E E [ 4; p. 72]. It is clear that !f~,(T) C !£~, (T), 
. 
however, it is not in general true that !fJi:,(T) = !ff,,,(T). The last equality 
does hold whenever E is reflexive, for then E' is also separable. The 
corresponding spaces of equivalence classes are denoted by LfoJ,.(T) for 
l<p< +oo. 
Whenever I E !£~, (T), (x, I> E !fP(T) for each x E E. The weak integral 
. 
or Pettis integral of I is defined as a linear functional on E by the following 
relation: 
2" 2" (1.2) (x, (P) f l(ei0)d()) = f (x, l(ew)) d(). 
0 0 
2" 
The fact that (P) f l(ei0)d() is actually an element of E' is established 
0 
quite simply. Since l(x, l(t))l < llxll lll(t)ll 
(1.3) 
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and 
2n 
Thus (P) f l(etJ)d() is a bounded linear functional on E. If IE 2'~;(T) then 
0 
2n 2n 
(B) f l(e'8)d() = (P) f l(et)dO. 
0 0 
For l < p < +ex> define q by lfp + lfq = l. ;If I E 2'~(T) and g E 2''k,,(T) 
then the scalar function (1, g) is measurable and (1, g) E 2'1(T). Further-
more, since l(l(t}, g(t))l < lll(t)ll llg(t)ll, 
(1.5) 12~ L." <l(e"o}, g(eiBi)) d() I < ;n r lll(e'8)11 llg(e'8)11 d() < N p(f)N q(g). 
The fact that this inequality is the best possible is expressed by the 
following relations: 
(1.6) Np(f) =sup 12~ r <l(e'8}, g(e'8}) d() I for IE 2'~(T), 
where the supremum is taken over those g E 2''k.(T) with N q(g) < l; 
(1.7) Nq(g) =sup 12~r <l(e18}, g(e'8)) d() I for g E 2''k,,(T), 
where the supremum is taken over those I E 2'~(T) with N p(f) < l. 
The relations (1.5) and (1.7) show that each equivalence class g E L'Jg, (T) 
• determines a bounded linear functional on the Banach space L'ft(T} if 
we define 
where I and g are any:;representatives of the classes i and g respectively. 
Also I!Uull =Nq(g)=Nq(g). Relation (1.6} shows that the subspace L'Jg,(T) 
of L'Jp,(T) is norm determining for L'ft(T). It is aetually true, and we make 
strong use of the fact, that for l < p < +ex> L'Jg, (T) is the complete dual 
of L~(T) [3]. • 
Besides the references already listed, important facts about vector 
integration can be found in [l] Chapters III through VI. 
2. The main results 
For the moment assume that E is an arbitrary Banach space with dual 
E'. If I is a function defined almost everywhere on T with values in E' 
and if (x, I> E 2'1(T) for each x E E, then it is a consequence of the closed 
2n 
graph theorem that (P) f l(eiB)d() E E' [1], Chapter VI. 
0 
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Lemma 1. If (x, f> E .P1(T) for each x E E then 
F(z) = ~ (P) ~ f(t) dt 
2n~ ltl=l t-z 
is an analytic vector valued function in Jzl < 1 with values in E'. 
Proof. For each z with Jzl < 1 and each x E E the function defined 
by (x, f(t) > is in .,Pl(T), and hence (P) J f(t) dt E E'. Thus F(z) E E' 
t-z ltl=l t-z 
and satisfies 
(x, F(z)) = ~ J (x, f(t)) dt 
2n~ ltl=l t-z 
for all x E E. Since each function (x, F) is analytic in Jzl < 1 and since E 
is a norm determining set for E' it follows that F is an analytic vector 
valued function [4; p. 93]. This proves the lemma. 
Being analytic in Jzl < 1 F has a power series expansion 
00 
(2.1) F(z) = .2 Onzn 
n=O 
where OnE E'. This expansion converges absolutely in the norm of E' 
for each z in the open disc. Furthermore, 
(2.2) On = ~ (P) J flt) dt = _!:._ (P) r e-inO f(e'8)d() 2n~ ltl=l tn+l 2n o 
for n=O, 1, 2, .... IfF is analytic in Jzl<1 we will write 
Fr(e08) = F(re'8) for 0 < r < l. 
Theorem 1. Let E be a separable Banach space. If f E .!l'J:, (T) for 
• 2n 
1 <P < +ex:> and if (P) J e"'8f(e' 8)d() = 0 for n = 1, 2, 3, ... then N p(Fr) < N p(f) 
0 
for O<r< 1, where 
1 f(t) 
F(z) = -2 . (P) J -t - dt. n~ 111-1 -z 
Proof. Since the negative Fourier coefficients of f are assumed to 
vanish we may replace the Cauchy kernel in the expression for F by the 
Poisson kernel and obtain 
(2.3) Fr(e'8) = 21 (P) f f(eit) 1 2 1 -(~2 ) 2dt = 21 (P) f f(eU)Pr(8-t)dt. n 0 - r cos -t +r n 0 
Let g be any element of .PMT). Then for almost every () E [0, 2n] 
1 2n (g(ei8), Fr(e'8)) = -2 J (g(ei0), f(eit)) Pr(8-t)dt. 
no 
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The left-hand side, and hence the right-hand side, is a measurable function 
of (). Since g E 2'k(T) and since Fr is continuous, (g, Fr) E 2 1(T). 
Integration gives 
Taking absolute values and using the fact that l(g(e08 ), f(eit))l.;;;; llg(e08 )11 
II f(eit)ll gives 
112n I 1 2n2n 
-2 J (g(e•8), Fr(e•8)) dO < -4 2 J [J llg(e•8)llllf(eit)ll Pr(O-t)dt] dO= :n; 0 :n; 0 0 
12n2n 12n 2n 
=-2 J J llg(ei(B+t>)llllf(eit)ll P,(O)dtd0=-2 J P,(O) J llg(e'<0+tl)llllf(eit)lldtd(). 4:n:oo 4:n:o o 
Since 
1 2n 
-2 J llg(ei(O+tl)llllf(ett)ll dt < Nq(g) Np(f) 
:n:o 
and since 
21 f Pr(O)d() = 1 
:n:o 
we get 
2~ IT (g(e•o), Fr(eiBi)> ao I < N q(g) N p(f). 
Hence, by (1.7), Np(Fr)<:Np(f) for O<r<l. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 1 may be considered as the generalization for functions with 
values in E' of the implication (A) implies (B). When f E 2~, (T) and 
f ¢; 2~,(T), that is when f is not measurable for the norm topology of E', 
then it is not true that Fr--+ fin 2MT) and it is not true that Fr(e08)--+ f(eiB) 
as r --+ 1 a.e. in the norm topology of E', for if either of these limits hold 
we conclude that f E 2~,(T). Specifically, if Fr(e•8) --+ f(e'0) a.e. in the 
norm of E', then by Egoroff's theorem f is measurable for the norm 
topology of E'. If Fr--+ f in !C'fJJ,(T) then (F1 _ 11,.) is a Cauchy sequence in 
!C'fJJ,(T) and the limit of this sequence must equal f a.e. Thus again f 
would be measurable for the norm topology of E'. However, iff E 2~,(T) 
then we recover the results which generalize (C). 
Theorem 2. Assume in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1 
that f E !C'fJJ,(T). Then N p(Fr- f) --+ 0 as r --+ 1 and Fr(e•0) --+ f(e•0) a.e. 
in the norm of E'. If f is continuous then Fr(e'0) --+ f(e•0) uniformly for 
() E [0, 2:n; ]. 
Proof. The proof is derived from the corresponding proof in the case 
f is complex valued. Since f E 2~,(T) we may replace the Pettis integral 
of equation (2.3) by the Bochner integral obtaining 
(2.4) 1 2n F,(ei6) = -2 (B) f f(eit) Pr(O -t)dt :n; 0 
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or 
1 231 
F,.(e•0) = -2 (B) f f(ei<O-tl) P,.(t)dt. n o 
Also, 
(2.5) f(e00) = 21 (B) r f(e•0) P,.(t)dt. 
n o 
Combining (2.4) and (2.5) gives 
(2.6) 
Now let g be any function in .!l'j,(T). Then 
1 2n 1 2n 2n 
- f (g(e•o), F,.(e;o)- f(e'o)) d() = -2 f [f (g(e•o), f(ei<O-tl) - f(eiO)) P,.(t)dt] d(). 2n 0 4n 0 0 
Hence 
121 r (g(e'o), F,.(e•o)- f(ew)) dOl< 412 r [fllg(e•o)il ilf(ei<O-tl)- f(eiO)II P,.(t)dt] dO 
no n o o 
1 231 
< -2 f P,.(t) N q(g) N p(ft- f)dt. 
no 
Thus by (1.7) 
(2.7) 
1 2n 
Np(F,.-f).;;;-2 f P,.(t)Np(ft-f)dt, 
no 
where 
( 1 2n )1/p Np(fe- f)= 2n J llf(ei<O-t))- f(e')IIP dO • 
Since f E .!l'j;,(T), N p(ft- f) is a continuous function oft and N p(ft- f) --+ 0 
as t--+ 0 [4; p. 86]. This and the properties of the Poisson kernel imply 
that the right-hand side, and hence the left-hand side, of (2. 7) tends 
to zero as r --+ l. 
Now suppose that f is continuous. From (2.6) we have 
(2.8) 
This inequality is of course true for any f E .!l'j,,(T). When f is continuous 
II f( e•<O-t)) - f( eiO) II is a uniformly continuous function of t, and again by 
the properties of the Poisson kernel it follows that II F,.(e'0)- f(ew)ll --+ 0 
as r --+ 1 uniformly in (). 
When f is not continuous the fact that 11F,.(e'0)-f(e'0)11--+0 for a.e. 
0 E [0, 2n] as r--+ 1 is slightly more difficult to establish. This result 
()Orresponds to the classical theorem for the complex case by Fatou. 
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We begin by adding a constant to f so that 
2n 
(B) f f(eiB)d() = 0. 
0 
Define 
t 
g(t) = (B) f f(eiO)d(). 
0 
Then g is a well defined continuous function with values in E'. For each 
XEE 
1 2n 
<x, Fr(ei0)) = -2 f Pr(()-t) <x, f(eit)) dt. no 
Integration by parts gives 
1 12" 1 2n { d } ( x, Fr(ei0)) = 2n Pr(()- t) <x, g(t)) 0 - 2n J dt Pr(()- t) <x, g(t)) dt 
or 
1 2n 
<x, Fr(ei0)) = -2 f P,'(()-t) <x, g(t)) dt, no 
and hence 
1 2n 
Fr(ei0) = 2n (B) f P,'(()-t) g(t)dt 
or 
1 "' . 
Fr(eiB) = 2 (B) f Pr'(t) g(()- t)dt. 
n -n 
Since Pr' is an odd function we write 
1 "' Fr(ei0) = -2 (B) f Pr'(t) [g(()-t)- g(()+t)] dt, n 0 
Fr(ei0) = _!_ (B) {[-sin t Pr'(t)] g(() + t) .- g(()- t) dt. 
2n 0 sm t 
Now write Qr(t) = -1/r sin t Pr'(t). Then 
Fr(ei0) = .!_ (B) f Qr(t) g(() + t) ~ g(() --_.!)_ dt. 
2n .::" 2 sm t 
The kernel Qr for 0 < r < 1 satisfies the following properties 
i) 
.. \ 
n, 
iii) 
Qr(t) ;> 0, 
1 2n 
-2 J Qr(t)dt = 1, 
no 
lim sup JQr(t)J = 0 for any O> 0. 
r-->1 t > lol 
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Thus, if k is any integrable function which is continuous at (), 
l "' lim -2 f Qr(t) k(()- t)dt = k(O). 
r-1 :Tt -n 
Now write 
Then 
(2.9) 
t 
It is a property of Bochner integrable functions f that g(t) =(B) f f(ei0)d() 
0 
has a derivative almost everywhere equal to f. Thus for a.e. () 
II g(() + t)-:- g(O- t) - f(eiO) II 2 Sill t 
is continuous at t = 0 with limit zero. Thus as r --+ l the right-hand side of 
(2.9) tends to zero for a.e. (), and hence for a.e. (), II Fr(e•0)- f(e'0)il --+ 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
It should be mentioned that as in the complex case F(z)--+ f(e'0) for 
a.e. () when z--+ e'0 along any non-tangential path. The proof is a slight 
refinement of the above argument. 
We now consider the implication of statement (A) in the case F has 
values in E'. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that E is a separalJle Banach space with dual 
E'. Let F be analytic in Jzl < l with values in E' and assume that Np(Fr) < l 
for O<r<l where l<p<,oo. Then there exists a function f E.Pfg,,(T) such 
that 
F(z) = ~ (P) f f(t) dt. 
2m lti-I t-z 
Furthermore, 
2n 
N p(f) < l, (P) f ein°j(eiO)d() = 0 for n =I, 2, 3, ... , 
0 
and f is uniquely determined modulo a set of measure zero. 
Proof. Recall that Lfg, (T) is the Banach dual of L'JJ(T) for I <,q< +oo . 
. 
Since each Fr E 2'fg, (T) and since N p(Fr) < I for 0 < r < I the set of 
equivalence classes (Fr) is relatively compact in the weak-* topology of 
Lfg, (T). Thus there is an element 1 E Lfg, (T) with N p(f) <I and such that 
ev~ry weak-* neighborhood of 1 contai~ points of (Fr) with r arbitrarily 
close to I. Let f be any representative from f. Define Yn,x E .P'k(T) by 
Yn,x(e'0) = e-ino · x where x E E. Let s > 0 be arbitrary. Then for each x E E 
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and each n=O, ± 1, ± 2, ... there exists an r in every neighborhood of 1 
such that 
If 
00 
F,(e'o) = Z Cnrnemo, 
n=O 
then 
for n;;;. 0 and zero for n < 0. Since e is arbitrary and since r can be taken 
arbitrarily close to 1, (2.10) implies that 
_..!:._ r (x, e-mO f(eiO)) d() = ~ (x, Cn) for n;;;. 0. 
2n 0 ~ 0 for n < 0 
Since this holds for any x E E we conclude that 
From this it is clear that 
1 f(t) F(z) = .,_. (P) f t- dt . 
.<IJ£~ Jtl =1 - z 
This completes the proof except for the uniqueness of f. This is given 
in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that (x, /) E 2 1(T) for each x E E and that 
2n 
(P) f e-in°f(e•0)d0=0 for all n. Then f(e•0)=0 a.e. 
0 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that for each x E E we have 
2n f e-inO (x, f(eiO)) d() = 0 
0 
for all n. Thus for each x EE, (x, f(eiO)) =0 for a.e. ().where the exceptional 
set may depend upon x. Let (xn) be a countable dense subset of E. Let 
00 
An be the set where (xn, f(e•0)) =I= 0. Then A = U An is a set of measure 
r&=l 
zero and (xn, f(e•0)) = 0 for all n and all () ¢A. Since (xn) is dense in E 
this implies that f(eiO) = 0 for () ¢A. If 
(P) f f(t) dt = (P) J /I(t) dt 
ltl=l t-z ltl=l t-z 
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for all z, then f and /I have the same Fourier coefficient and by the lemma 
f(t) = /I(t) a.e. This proves the uniqueness of f and completes the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
3. Operator valued functions 
Let E and F denote separable complex Banach spaces with duals E' 
and F' respectively. Denote by B(E, F') the space of all bounded linear 
transformations from E into F'. B(E, F') is a Banach space with the 
norm defined by 
(3.1) I lull = sup 1/u(x)ll = sup J(y, u(x))/ 
llxll,;; 1 llxll,;; 1 
I lull,;; 1 
where u E B(E, F'), x E E andy E F. In this section we apply the results 
of Section 2 to functions with values in B(E, F'). This is done by showing 
that B(E, F') is the dual of a certain separable Banach space. The plan 
is to show that the tensor product E ® F can be embedded isomorphically 
in B'(E, F'), the dual of B(E, F'), and that B(E, F') is the dual of the 
closure of E®F in B'(E, F'). We begin by considering E®F from a 
purely algebraic point of view. 
Suppose that (x, y) E Ex F and u E B(E, F'). Define fl on Ex F with 
values in B'(E, F') as follows: 
(3.2) (u, p(x, y)) = (y, u(x)). 
Then it is clear from the inequality J(y, u(x))/ </lull llxll IIYII that 
p(x, y) E B'(E, F'). It is also clear that fl is a bilinear mapping. Thus 
by a fundamental theorem on tensor products there exists a unique linear 
mapping v from E®F into B'(E, F') such that p(x, y)=v(x®y) [2]. 
The mapping v is actually one-to-one. In order to see this we will show 
that if z E E ® F and if (n, v(z)) = 0 for alln E B(E, F') then Z= 0. Write 
z = l)iJXi ® Yi where (xi), i = 1, 2, ... m, is a linearly independent set in E 
and (y1), i= l, 2, ... , n, is a linearly independent set in F. Let (yk'), 
k= l, 2, ... , n, be a linearly independent set in F' dual to (y1) i.e. such 
that (YhYk')=Ofk· Now suppose that (n,v(z))=_LA.i1 (y1,n(xi))=0 for 
alln E B(E, F'). By virtue of the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists an 
element x;' E E' such that (x1, x;') = Oif· Define n E B(E, F') by n(x) = 
=(x, xi')y/. Then (y1, n(xi))=OiJ and hence },i1=0. This is true for each 
pair (i, j). Hence z = 0. 
This shows that E ® F is isomorphically embedded in B'(E, F') and that 
the isomorphism is a un,que extensiOn of the relatiOn (u, x&;y)=(y,u(x)) 
to all of E ®F. We Identify E ® F with the subspace v(E ®F) of B'(E, F') 
Since B'(E, F') is a Banach space E ® F becomes a normed linear sub-
space of B'(E, F'). Let E ~ F denote the Banach space obtained by 
completjng E®F in the norm of B'(E, F'). 
Lemma 3. If x® y E E®F then llx® Yll = llxll IIYII· 
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Proof. llx® Yll = sup j(y, u(x))l < llxllllYII· 
llull.o;;;1 
It is possible to choose y' E F' such that IIY'II = llxll and j(y, y')l = 
= llxll IIYII, and x' E E' such that (xfllxll, x')= 1 and llx'll = 1. Define 
u(z)=(zfilxll, x')y'. Then 
z 
liu(z)il =I( llxll, x')l IIY'II = i(z, x')l <liz! I· 
Thus llull<l and l(y,u(x))l=llxiiiiYII and llx®yll=llxi!IIYII· 
The fact that E ® F (and hence E@ F) is separable follows easily 
from Lemma 3. For let (ak) and (bk) be countable dense subsets in E 
and F respectively. Let 
be an arbitrary element of E 0 F and consider 
tl 
z' = ! at®bt. 
i=1 . 
Then 
tl tl 
llz-z'll< L llxt®Yt-at®btll = L llxt®Yt+ai®Yt-at®Yt-at®btll 
i=1 i-1 
tl 
< L II(Xt-at)®Ytll + llat® (Yt-bt)ll 
i=1 
tl 
= L llx£-atiiiiYtll + llatiiiiYt-btll· 
i=1 
This shows that 
is close to z whenever a, is near Xt and bt is near Yt· Thus the countable 
set (!at®b1) is dense in E®F. 
Theorem 4. B(E, F') is the dual of E@F. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that B(E, F') is the dual of E ®F. 
The algebraic dual of E ® F is just the space B(E, F*) of all linear mappings 
of E into the algebraic dual of F. The isomorphic embedding ofF' in F* 
can be extended to an isomorphic embedding of B(E, F') in B(E, F*). 
We first show that if u E B(E, F*) is continuous on E ® F then 
u E B(E, F'). If u is continuous on .E ® F then 
(3.3) l(x®y, u)i < /Jiulllllx®yll = lllulllllxiiiiYII 
where lllulll denotes the norm of u given by 
(3.4) /Jiulll =sup j(z, u)j, z EE®F. 
11•11..;;1 
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Since (x®y, u)=(y, u(x)) where u(x) E F*, inequality (3.3) shows that 
u(x) E F' and that u is a bounded linear transformation from E to F'. 
Thus u E B(E, F'). Also, (3.3) shows that llu!l< lllulll· Since E®F is 
a subspace of B'(E;"F'), (3.4) shows that II lull I< !lull· Thus B(E, F') is 
isomorphic and isometric to the dual of E ®F. This proves Theorem 4. 
The results of Section 2 can now be applied directly to functions with 
values in B(E, F') when E and F are separable Banach spaces. We 
combine these results in the next theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let E and F be separable Banach spaces, and denote 
by B(E, F') = B the space of all bounded linear transformations from E into 
the dual of F. Let g be defied a.e. on T with values in B. Assume 
i) (y, g(x)) is measurable for each x E E and y E F; 
ii) llgll E .feP(T) for some p with l<p< +<Xl; 
2n 
iii) for each x E E, y E F J (y, g(x)(e'8)) einDd() = 0 for n = l, 2, 3, .... 
0 
Then 
(3.5) G(z) = ~ (P) f g(t) dt 2n~ ltl~l t-z 
is an analytic function with values in B for lzl < l and 
(3.6) 
Conversely, a function G analytic in lzl < l with values in B is of the form 
(3.5) for some g satisfying (i)-(iii) if and only if Np(Gr)<M for O<r<l 
where M is some positive constant. 
Proof. Suppose first that G is analytic in lzl < l with values in B 
and that Np(Gr)<l. Since J/h(T) is the dual of L~®F(T) there exists by 
Theorem 3 a function g E .P~&m',(T) = .!C''JJ,(T) with the property that G 
has the form (3.5) and 
2n 
(P) J eiln8 g(e'8)d() = 0 for n = l, 2, 3, .... 
0 
The fact that g E .P}i (T) implies that llgll E .!C'P(T) and that (z, g) is 
measurable for each; E E@F. Taking z=x®y gives (i) and (iii). This 
proves the last half of the statement of Theorem 5. It remains to be 
shown that conditions (i)-(iii) imply that g E .!C''JJ (T) and that 
I 
2n 
(P) f eiln8 g(e;,o)d() = 0 for n > 0. 
0 
Thus we must show that (z, g) is measurable for each z E E@F and that 
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2n J em8 (z, g(ei8)) d() = 0 for n > 0. 
0 
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Let z be an arbitrary element. of E ® F and let (zk) be a sequence of 
elements in E@ F such that 11zk-z11 --+ 0 ask--+=· Condition (i) implies 
that (zk, g) is measurable for each k. For almost every t E T 
(3.7) l(z, g(t))- (zk, g(t))l < llg(t)ll llz-zkll 
and hence for almost every t E T (zk, g(t)) --+ (z, g(t}). Thus by Egoroff's 
theorem (z, g) is measurable for all z E E 0 F and hence (i) and (iii) 
imply that g E 2~ (T) . 
• Condition (iii) implies that 
2" J einO (z, g(e'o)) d() = 0 
0 
for z E E@ F and n> 0. It is a simple consequence of (3. 7) and the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
2" J einO (z, g(eiB)) d() = 0 
0 
for all z EE@F. Thus 
2" (P) J einO g(eiB)d() = 0 
0 
for all n > 0. This completes the_ proof of Theorem 5. 
If g E 2~ (T) then for each x E E, g(x) E 2:r;., (T) and 
8 ' 
(3.8) G(x)(z) = ~ (P) J g(x)(t) dt. 
2n~ !t!=l t- z 
If F is reflexive and separable then F' is separable and g(x) E 2:r;,,(T). 
In this case the Pettis integral in (3.8) can be replaced by the Bochner 
integral. It is then true that for each x E E, Gr(x) --+ g(x) in 2t;.,(T) and 
Gr(x)(t) --+ g(x)(t) for a.e. t E T (Theorem 2). These results apply in 
particular to the case where E is a separable Hilbert space and F =E. 
Even in this case, however, it is not necessarily true that g E 21JJ{T). 
As an example consider a separable· Hilbert space H with an orthonormal 
basis {??n}. For hE H we can write 
Define the projection Pn(n=O, 1, 2, ... )by Pnh=hntpn. Then the function 
00 
G(z) = L Pnzn 
n=O 
is analytic in lzl < l, 
00 
G(h)(z) = L znhntpn 
n=O 
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and 
00 
n=O 
Thus I!G(z)/J<l for Jz/<l and Np(Gr)<l for l.;;;p.;;;oo, O<r<l. The 
corresponding boundary values are given symbolically by 
00 
g(eiB) = ! einB Pn 
n=O 
where 
00 
g(h)(eiB) = ! einBhntpn 
n=O 
and 
1/g(eiB)II = l for all e E [0, 2n]. 
The fact that g is not measurable for the uniform topology of B(H, H) 
is easily demonstrated. Consider 
00 
g(h)(e'<8+"'>)- g(h)(eiB) =! (ei""'-l) ein6hntpn. 
n=O 
Then 
00 
Jjg(h)(eiiB+<>l) _ g(h)(eiB)J/2 = ! Jei""'-lj2JhnJ2. 
n=O 
Thus 
1/g(ei<B+<>l)- g(et)/1 = sup VI Je"""'-l/ 2 /hn/ 2 =sup Jein"'-ll 
//hl/<1 n=O n;;.o 
and 
If g was measurable in the uniform topology of B(H, H) then 
1 2n 
- f /Jg(ei<B+a>)- g(eiB)// d() 
2n 0 
would tend to zero as a-+ 0. Since 
sup Jei""'-ll 
n~O 
is not continuous at zero g is not measurable. 
Results similar to the ones given here can be stated for functions F 
which are analytic in the left-half plane Re z> 0 and have the property that 
00 
f 1/F(a+ir)I/Pdr < M for 0 <a<+ oo. 
-00 
In this connection we mention the definition of the space Hp(O, X) where 
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X is a Banach space given in [ 4; p. 227]. A function F defined for Re z > 0 
with values in X is said to be in Hp(O, X) if and only if 
i) F is analytic for Re z > 0; 
00 
ii) J liF(a+i-r)liPd-r.;;;;M for O<a<+oo, M=a constant>O; 
-co] 
iii) lim F(a+i-r) = F(i-r) for a.e. -rE (-oo, oo) 
a-+0 
and this limit defines a function of Vx(- oo, oo ). 
It is mentioned in [4; p. 227] that perhaps assumption (iii) is redundant. 
Our results and example show that at least for the circle case assumption 
(iii) is not redundant. The author wishes to thank Professor CALVIN 
WILcox for bringing this definition to his attention. 
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